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Worksheet 1.4     Hour _______________ Date ___________________ 

Arrow’s Conditions and Approval Voting 
Guided Notes:  (pg. 25 – 27) 

1. List 3 problems with voting that have some people looking for better ways to reach group decisions. 

a. _______________________  c.  _______________________ 

b. _______________________ 

2. A group of people is deciding where to eat.  Consider the example involving pairwise voting: 

Mexican  French   Italian 

Italian   Chinese  French 

French   Mexican  Chinese 

Chinese  Italian   Mexican 

         4      3        3 

a. Raquel suggests that dinner be held at either an Italian or a French restaurant.  The group 
votes 7 to 3 in favor of Italian. 

 

b. Martin then suggests people choose between Italian and Mexican, and the group votes 7 to 3 
in favor of Mexican. 

 

c. Sarah suggests Chinese over Mexican.  The group votes Chinese by a 6 to 4 margin, so they 
agree to eat at the Chinese restaurant. 

 

d. Note that French is preferred to Chinese by everyone, but the voting ended up with Chinese 
be selected!!!  This is yet another paradox. 

 
3. To solve conditions like the example in #2, Kenneth Arrow formulated a list of 5 conditions 

necessary for a fair group-ranking method.  Briefly describe each below: 
 

a. Nondictatorship – ____________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

b. Individual Sovereignty – ______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

c. Unanimity – ________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

d. Freedom from Irrelevant Alternatives – __________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

e. Uniqueness of the Group Ranking – _____________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 



4. (Refer to question #8 on pg. 28) 

a. After failing to find a group-ranking method for 3 or more choices that always obeyed all of 

his fairness conditions, Arrow began to suspect ____________________________________. 

b. He applied logical reasoning to the problem and proved that __________________________ 

___________________ known or unknown, ______________________________________. 

c. In other words, any group-ranking method will ____________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________. 

d. Although Arrow’s work means that _____________________________________________, 

it does not mean that current methods ___________________________________________. 

e. In approval voting, you may ___________________________________________________, 

but you do not ________________________________. 

5. Consider the soft drink ballot from WS 1.1: 

Coke   ___________  Sprite   ___________ 

Dr. Pepper  ___________  Pepsi   ___________ 

Mountain Dew ___________ 

a. Place an “X” beside each of the drinks that you find acceptable. 

b. Once done, put all of the ballots together and determine a group-ranking.  List it below: 

i. Coke  ___________  iv.  Sprite ___________ 

ii. Dr. Pepper  ___________  v.  Pepsi ___________ 

iii. Mountian Dew ___________ 

c. Was the approval winner the same as the earlier plurality winner in your class? ___________ 

d. How does the group ranking compare with the earlier Borda ranking?  __________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Assignment: 
6. Professor Crenshaw and Dr. Lemon decide to order soft drinks for the Discrete classes on the basis 

of the soft drink vote conducted on WS 1.1.  However, they selected the preference schedule of a 
single student.  Which of Arrow’s conditions are violated by this method of determining a group 
ranking?  _________________________________________________________________________ 

 
7. Instead of selecting the preference schedule of a single student, Professor Crenshaw and Dr. Lemon 

placed all the individual preferences in a hat and drew 1. 
 

a. If this method were repeated, would the same group ranking result?  ___________________ 

b. Which of Arrow’s conditions does this method violate?  _____________________________ 



8. According to Arrow’s conditions: 

a. Do any require that the voting mechanism include a secret ballot?  _____________________ 

b. Is a secret ballot desireable in all group-ranking situations?  _______  Why or why not? ____ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

9. Refer to the paradox demonstrated on WS 1.3, #13.  Which of Arrow’s conditions are violated? ____ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

10. Construct a set of preference schedules with 3 choices (A, B, and C) showing that the plurality 
method violates Arrow’s 4th condition.  (In other words, construct a set of preferences in which the 
outcome between A and B depends on whether C is on the ballot.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
11. There are often situations in which insincere voting results.  Do any of Arrow’s conditions state that 

insincere voting should not be part of a fair group-ranking method?  Explain.  __________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

12. Suppose that there are only 2 choices in a list of preferences and that the plurality method is used to 

decide the group ranking.  Which of Arrow’s conditions could be violated?  Explain.  ____________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

13. Refer to WS 1.3, #10.  Would any members of the sports-writers be encouraged to vote insincerely if 

approval voting were used?  Explain.  __________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

14. What is the effect on a group-ranking: 
a. if you vote for all choices on your ballet?  ______________________________ 

b. if you vote for none of the choices on your ballet? ______________________________ 

15. The voters whose preferences are represented below all feel strongly about their 1st place choices.  
They all dislike their 4th and 5th place choices.  They are unsure about their 2nd and 3rd place choices, 
so they flip coins to decide whether to give approval votes to them. 

 
A  D  E 

    B  B  C 
C  E  B 

    D  C  D 
    E  A  A 
 
          22      20         18 

a. Assuming the voters’ coins come up heads ½ the time, how many approval votes would you 
expect each of the 5 choices to get?  Explain each on the next page. 



i. A = _________________________________________________________________ 

ii. B = _________________________________________________________________ 

iii. C = _________________________________________________________________ 

iv. D = _________________________________________________________________ 

v. E = _________________________________________________________________ 

b. Do the results seem unfair to you in any way?  Explain.  _____________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________ 


